Perforations of the tympanic membrane (TM) alter its structural and mechanical properties, thus resulting in a deterioration of sound transmission through the middle ear (ME), which presents itself clinically as a conductive hearing loss (CHL). The resulting CHL is proposed to be due to the loss of the pressure difference across the TM between the outer ear canal space and the ME cavity, a hypothesis which has been tested with both theoretical and experimental approaches. In the past, direct experimental observations had been either from the ME input (umbo) or the output of the stapes, and were focused mainly on the low frequency region. However, there was little documentation providing a thorough picture of the influence of systematically increasing sizes of TM perforations on ME sound transmission from the input (i.e., pressure at the TM or motion of the umbo) to the output (pressure produced by the motion of the stapes). Our study explored ME transmission in gerbil under conditions of a normal, intact TM followed by the placement of mechanically-induced TM perforations ranging from miniscule to complete removal of the pars tensa, leaving the other parts of ME intact. Testing up to 50 kHz, variations of ME transmission were characterized in simultaneously measured tone induced pressure responses at the TM (P TM ), pressure responses in the scala vestibuli next to the stapes (P SV ), and velocity measurements of the umbo (V umbo ), as well as by detailed descriptions of sound transmission from the TM to the stapes, i.e., the umbo transfer function (TF), the transfer of the sound stimulus along the ossicular chain as found from the ratio of cochlear pressure to umbo motion, and ME pressure gain (MEPG). Our results suggested that increasing the size of TM perforations led to a reduction in MEPG, which appeared to be primarily due to the reduction in the effective/initial mechanical drive to the umbo, with a relatively smaller decrease of sound transfer along the ossicular chain. Expansion of the perforation more than 25% appeared to drastically reduce sound transmission through the ME, especially for the higher frequencies.
Introduction
The middle ear (ME) is a small, complex, three-dimensional mechanical system that serves the physical function of collecting acoustical energy from sound waves occurring in the ambient air, and passing this vibratory signal to the inner ear, i.e., it represents the first stage of acoustic-stimulus analysis. The gerbil ME, similar to the human, is composed of the tympanic membrane (TM), including the pars tensa and pars flaccida, and the ossicular chain consisting of the malleus, incus, and stapes Rosowski et al., 1999) . The pars flaccida is a small portion of the TM in the upper region and only influences lowfrequency hearing Dong et al., 2013; Saunders and Summers, 1982; Teoh et al., 1997) . The larger pars tensa attaches to the handle of the malleus, the manubrium, and its motion therefore forms the initial drive to the ossicular chain in sound transmission. In addition, the pars tensa is Abbreviations: CHL, conductive hearing loss; dB, decibels; LDV, laser Doppler vibrometer; ME, middle ear; MEPG, middle ear pressure gain; P TM , pressure at the tympanic membrane near the umbo; P SV , pressure in the scala vestibuli near the stapes; SPL, sound pressure level; SV, scala vestibuli; TF, transfer function; TM, tympanic membrane; V umbo , velocity of the umbothe region most commonly associated with pathological perforations in human patients (Marchioni et al., 2011) .
Historically, the ME has been likened to a piston-and-lever system that increases the pressure in scala vestibuli (SV) behind the stapes relative to ear canal sound pressure, which is roughly equal to the ratio of the TM area to that of the stapes footplate multiplied by the ratio of the length of the malleus to that of the incus, as reviewed by Rosowski (2003) . Over the past 60 years, many studies have demonstrated that sound-evoked vibrations of both the TM (Cheng et al., 2010 (Cheng et al., , 2013 Khanna and Tonndorf, 1972; Rosowski et al., 2009; Tonndorf and Khanna, 1968) and ossicular chain Khanna, 1994, 1996; Decraemer et al., 2007 Decraemer et al., , 2014 are complex and highly frequency-dependent. At low frequencies, the TM moves in a simple in-phase displacement pattern that mimics the incoming acoustic signal (Cheng et al., 2013) , and the three ossicles move together as one 'rigid' body (Von Bekesy, 1960; Wever and Lawrence, 1954) . This 'rigid' body moves in a rather simple rotational mode about an anatomical suspension axis of the malleus and incus running from the anterior malleus tip to the posterior incudal process (Manley and Johnstone, 1974) . However, with increasing frequency, the motion patterns of the TM and ossicles become much more complex in that the TM's vibration pattern breaks up into small zones that vibrate with different phases (Cheng et al., 2010; Cheng et al., 2013; Khanna and Tonndorf, 1972; Rosowski et al., 2009) , and the ossicles lose their internal coherence so that slippage occurs between the three tiny ossicular bones (Willi et al., 2002) as they exhibit rotations about axes that change their position during the vibratory cycle (Decraemer et al., 1991; Decraemer and Khanna, 1994; Hato et al., 2003; Rosowski, 2010; Sim et al., 2004) . The piston-like motion dominates at low frequencies, while a more rocking-like movement seems to facilitate transmission at higher frequencies (Decraemer et al., 2007; Hato et al., 2003; Sim et al., 2010) .
The uniqueness of both the TM's morphology and its physical properties determine its pattern of vibration, which is imparted to the malleus ossicle to which it attaches. A TM rupture, or perforation, alters the TM's structural and mechanical properties thus resulting in a deterioration of sound transmission that causes a conductive hearing loss (CHL) (Ahmad and Ramani, 1979; Anthony and Harrison, 1972; Griffin, 1979) . Clinical observations in subjects show that trauma and infection are two common causes that naturally lead to varying sizes of TM perforations. For example, blast induced TM perforations normally occur in the most vulnerable region of pars tensa, the inferior region (Kronenberg et al., 1993; Ritenour et al., 2008) . The size effects of TM perforation on ME transmission have been explored in several ways, for example using: cochlear microphonics in cats (McArdle and Tonndorf, 1968) , the motion of the umbo in rats (Bigelow et al., 1996) , the motion of the stapes in human temporal bones (Voss et al., 2001a (Voss et al., , 2007 , and the air-bone gap as the standard measure of dysfunction in the clinic (Dawood, 2017; Mehta et al., 2006) , all of which show that a CHL increases as perforation size increases, and that the losses caused by a TM perforation are frequency dependent. The resulting CHL is proposed to be mainly due to the loss of the pressure difference across the TM, between the outer ear canal space and the ME cavity, which provides the driving force to the ossicular chain (Voss et al., 2001a (Voss et al., , 2001b (Voss et al., , 2007 . However, the effects of TM perforation on the coupling of sound pressure to the ossicles is poorly understood.
The current study systematically explored the effects of increasing the size of a TM perforation of the pars tensa on ME transmission by simultaneously measuring ME responses at the TM, umbo, and in the SV next to the stapes in vivo in gerbil (Fig. 1A) , an animal model that has a similar pattern of low-frequency hearing to human (Ryan, 1976) . Previously, there was little documentation that provided an in-depth picture of the influence of systematically increasing the size of TM perforations on ME sound transmission from the input (i.e., the pressure at the TM or motion of the umbo) to the output (i.e., the pressure produced by the motion of the stapes). In the current study, the ME or ossicular chain inputs and ME output were simultaneously measured in a normal intact TM followed by perforation conditions varying from miniscule to a complete removal of the pars tensa. These direct measurements covered a frequency range from 0.2 to 50 kHz and therefore provided information on ME transmission over a wider frequency region than previous studies. In addition, the pressure in the SV (P SV ), the summed pressure produced by the threedimensional motion of the stapes, is considered to be a better indicator of cochlear input than the one-dimensional measured stapes velocity, especially at high frequencies (Decraemer et al., 2007) . The effects of TM perforations were characterized by these directly measured quantities and the relationship between pairs of them, which were referred to as the umbo transfer function (umbo TF), ME pressure gain (MEPG), and the transfer of the sound stimulus as defined by the ratio of cochlear pressure to umbo motion. A CHL as consequence of TM perforation was found to be mainly due to a reduced drive to the umbo, with a relatively smaller contribution from reduced sound transmission along the ossicular chain.
Materials and methods

Animal preparation
The care and use of animals were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC) of the VA Loma Linda Healthcare System. A total of 24 young adult Mongolian gerbils contributed to the study with 15 of the animals being used for generating preliminary results, i.e., developing the experimental approaches to simultaneously measure the three quantities, the P TM , V umbo , P SV, and determining the effects of TM perforation size and location. Out of the remaining gerbils, 9 contributed to establishing baseline responses under the TM intact condition with simultaneous measures of the three quantities (Fig. 1A) , and 7 of these 9 animals had a complete data set consisting of the full range of TM perforations (Fig. 1B) , thus contributing to multiple data points and corresponding statistical analysis.
Each animal was deeply anesthetized using a ketamine (80 mg/ kg)/xylazine (10 mg/kg) cocktail, with the animal's body temperature being maintained at~37 using a rectal probe attached to a Harvard Apparatus heating pad. The animal's skull was secured to a head holder using dental cement (Durelon), and a tracheotomy was performed to maintain a patent airway. The left pinna was removed and a small hole (~0.3 Â 0.3 mm 2 ) was made superior to the direction of the ear canal to give a clear view of the umbo and surrounding TM (Dong et al., 2013) . Using a small pin, reflective beads (20e40 mm diameter, density of 1.14 g/cm 3 , Microsphere Technologies) were carefully placed onto the umbo to ensure maximum reflection and that sequential recordings were made from the same spot during velocity measurements using a laser Doppler vibrometer (LDV, Polytec). With great care, the left bulla was then widely opened, and a small hole was hand-drilled through the bony wall of the SV, just adjacent to the stapes for introducing the micropressure sensor (Dong and Olson, 2006; Olson, 1998) . Cochlear condition was determined by measurements of two-tone evoked distortion product otoacoustic emissions (DPOAEs) at several key time points during the surgical procedure, i.e., pre-surgery, postopening bulla, post-making the SV hole, and after introducing the sensor.
Stimulus presentation, response measurement, and experimental design
Stimulus generation and acquisition software was written in Matlab and Tucker Davis Technology (TDT) Visual Design Studio. The sampling frequency of the TDT system III was 200 kHz, and pure tones (1e2 s duration) were generated by the TDT system III with stimulus frequencies swept from 0.2 to 20 kHz in 500-Hz steps, and then from 21 to 50 kHz in 1000-Hz steps. Data were stored following the removal of the first 4096 points of the response waveform to avoid the transient signals, and the remaining waveform was time averaged, typically in n ¼ 50 timelocked segments. Responses were later analyzed by Fast Fourier transform (FFT) in Matlab.
Sound stimulation was presented to the animal by either one or two Fostex speakers connected by two ends of a 'Y' sound tube, with the other end coupled to the ear canal opening. The probe tube of a Sokolich ultrasound microphone was passed through the middle of the sound tube and then positioned at the entrance to the ear canal opening,~5e6 mm from the umbo, to monitor the sound pressure close to the TM, where sound pressure levels (SPL, decibels relative to 20 mPa peak-to-peak) were calibrated. The sound was ultimately introduced in a partial-closed-field configuration because the ear-canal aperture created to access the umbo was left uncovered, which influenced responses below 1 kHz .
In vivo pressure responses at the TM near the umbo (P TM ) and in the SV near the stapes (P SV ), along with the velocity of the umbo (V umbo ), were simultaneously measured using a Sokolich ultrasound probe-tube microphone, a micro-pressure sensor, and a LDV as illustrated in Fig. 1A . V umbo was measured along the piston-like motion direction of the stapes and P SV was measured directly behind the stapes. The micropressure sensor was described in detail previously (Dong and Olson, 2008; Olson, 1998) . Briefly, the tips of the micro-pressure sensors had a cylindrical shape with an outer diameter of 125 mm (Olson and Nakajima, 2015) , and after construction, were calibrated individually in the ambient air at both room and body temperatures. Any sensor with a change of 5 or more dB between room and body temperature readings was not used. On the experimental day, the sensor was again calibrated before and after the experimental measurements. ME transmission under both normal and TM perforation conditions was characterized by the variations in amplitude and phase responses of P TM , V umbo , and P SV , as well as information from pairs of the three measurements. The pairs that were examined were: 1) the umbo transfer function (umbo TF), defined as umbo TF ¼ jV umbo /P TM j, which was used to describe umbo motion along the stapes piston-like motion direction, and its phase ∅ umbo TF ¼ ∅V umbo -∅P TM to provide sound transmission timing across the TM; 2) ME pressure gain (MEPG) used to characterize ME sound transmission from the TM to the cochlea, defined as MEPG ¼ jP SV / P TM j and its phase ∅ MEPG ¼ ∅P SV -∅P TM , which provided sound transmission time information from the TM to the stapes; and 3) sound transmission along the ossicular chain was quantified using the ratio of jP SV /V umbo j and its phase ∅ chain ¼ ∅P SV -∅V umbo .
Tympanic membrane perforation
For each in vivo experiment, after simultaneous measurements Experimental approach for simultaneous measurements of P TM , V umbo , and P SV using an ultrasound Sokolich probe tube microphone, LDV, and micro-pressure sensor, respectively; (B) Diagram of mechanically induced TM perforation size and location. The initial perforation was made at a location in the posterior-inferior pars tensa (indicated by the star) using a 200-mm diameter sterilized pin, and was then subsequently enlarged to the desired size by carefully expanding the edges of the existing perforation clockwise until the pars tensa was almost completely removed, leaving the portion attaching to the manubrium (area with thin dash lines) and the ossicular chain intact. In addition, pars flaccida was also left intact. LDV: laser Doppler vibrometer; P TM : pressure at the TM; P SV : pressure in the SV; TM: tympanic membrane; V umbo : velocity of umbo.
of P TM , V umbo , and P SV were taken under normal condition with the TM intact, similar measurements were sequentially performed under pars tensa perforation conditions, referred to as TM perforation in the text, ranging from miniscule to a complete removal of the pars tensa, leaving the pars flaccida and the ossicular chain intact (see detailed description below). On average, a full measurement series from intact to complete removal of the pars tensa took~2 h. Because the experiments were short and the TMs were kept moist during data acquisition, no additional care was taken to minimize time dependent phenomena like drying and stiffening, such as those occurring during recordings using cadaver temporal bone preparations (Bergevin and Olson, 2012) .
The initial TM perforation was mechanically induced using a sterilized 200-mm diameter pin, and was created using only the necessary amount of force to puncture the pars tensa to ensure that the study focused only on the effects of TM perforation without damaging the ossicular chain. As demonstrated by the star in in the text) was created in the gerbil's pars tensa portion of the TM in the posterioreinferior quadrant. Then the perforation was sequentially expanded clockwise up to a 50% aperture (indicated by the curved arrow in Fig. 1B ), with sizes of~little less than 1/8 (~10%, green area in Fig. 1B ), 1/4 (25%, green þ cyan areas in Fig. 1B ), and 1/ 2 (50%, green þ cyan þ orange areas in Fig. 1B) . The perforation was then enlarged along the superior direction to 75% (including the pink area in Fig. 1B ), and finally resulted in a complete removal at 100%, keeping the pars flaccida and ossicular chain intact. It is important to note that our definition of 100% removal did not include the removal of the TM directly on top of the manubrium as indicated by the shaded area in Fig. 1B . This approach was used because in gerbil the TM is attached to the whole manubrium, as in contrast to human in which the TM is attached only at the umbo. Attempts to remove the TM on top of the manubrium may have resulted in damaging the malleus ossicle. Great care was taken to avoid damaging the manubrium/ossicular chain, as well as to ensure that no blood or debris contaminated the TM. A few animals were perforated in the anterior-inferior quadrant and expanded counter-clockwise to assess the effects of TM location and the order of TM perforation (see results presented below in Fig. 3) . However, the effect of TM location was not the focus of the present study.
The area of the intact gerbil pars tensa has been reported as 13e17 mm 2 (Buytaert et al., 2011; Cohen et al., 1992; Mason, 2016; Ravicz et al., 1992; Teoh et al., 1997) , and if we used a value of 14 mm 2 to calculate the sizes of our perforations, the corresponding areas were <0.42 (<3%), 1.4 (~10%), 3.5 (25%), 7.0 (50%), 10.5 (75%), and 14 mm 2 (100% removal). These values were confirmed by harvesting and preserving the intact TM from the contralateral (right) ear in a 4% paraformaldehyde solution after in vivo measurements. TM perforations were repeated in these ears, with pictures taken at each perforation size by a digital microscope camera (AmScope MA1000) attached to a dissecting microscope. Using ImageJ (NIH), these images were later digitalized, measured, and averaged across animals to confirm the mean area of the perforations.
Statistic analysis
To average data collected from different gerbils under similar conditions, magnitudes and/or phases of pressure (P TM and P SV ), vibratory responses (V umbo ), and calculated quantities to describe ME transmission, i.e., umbo TF, MEPG, and sound transfer through the ossicle chain, were averaged at each testing frequency separately, and the mean and standard deviation for all data points were calculated using Matlab. Phase unwrapping was performed so that all phases that were averaged together at each frequency were within p radians of the mean. In addition, a Student's paired t-test was used to determine if the mean values of umbo TF, MEPG, and sound transfer along the ossicular chain under the various TM perforation conditions averaged over three frequency bins, <10 kHz, 10e30 kHz, and >30 kHz, were statistically significant from those under the normal/intact condition. For all statistics, a pvalue <0.05 was considered significant, and these statistical results are presented below.
Results
The effects of specific TM perforations on ME transmission in gerbils in vivo were accomplished by simultaneously measuring P TM , V umbo , and P SV responses (see Fig. 1A ) to single tones of 80-dB SPL with frequencies swept from 0.2 to 50 kHz. These measurements, plotted in Figs. 2e6, were made sequentially under conditions of TM intact (bold gray line) and mechanically induced TM perforations from miniscule up to 100% removal of the pars tensa (color solid or dotted lines). The main findings are illustrated below by examples from an individual gerbil followed by averages across animals. Fig. 2 . ME Sound Transmission Under Normal Condition. (A) Umbo TF defined as umbo TF ¼ jV umbo /P TM j; (B) ME pressure gain defined as MEPG ¼ jP SV /P TM j. Thick black lines and shaded gray bands represent the mean ± 1 SD for 9 animals with intact TMs in the current study, and lines with colored symbols plot data using similar approaches based on gerbil studies published in the literature. SD: standard deviation.
Middle ear function under normal condition
ME transmission under normal condition formed the baseline in the current study and was demonstrated by the umbo TF and MEPG shown in Fig. 2 using responses representing the mean ± 1 standard deviation (SD) across 9 animals (thick black lines and gray shaded areas, respectively). Results are also compared with data in the literature using similar approaches (colored symbol lines). The umbo TF shown in Fig. 2A measured along the stapes piston-like motion direction described the motion of the beginning portion of the ossicular chain, and was between 0.2 and 1 mm/s/Pa and approximately flat at frequencies between 2 and 50 kHz. This outcome was consistent with published gerbil umbo TF data measured along the same direction using similar approaches . The differences between the two studies at frequencies below 5 kHz was likely due to the sound configurations, which was completely open versus only a tiny hole left open (ours). The MEPG illustrated in Fig. 2B described the ME pressure gain from the TM to the cochlea, and was about 20e30 dB across frequencies, which was similar to other published gerbil responses in the literature (Dong and Olson, 2006; Olson, 1998) . At low frequencies, i.e., <1 kHz, there was a~20 dB difference between our findings and cited studies, which again was likely due to the different soundconfigurations, i.e., partial-closed-field versus closed-field sound configurations.
Effects of perforation location on middle ear transmission
As described in the methods section, for most of the subjects, TM perforations were mechanically induced in the posterioreinferior quadrant of the pars tensa, followed by an expansion in a clockwise direction, as shown in Fig. 1B . To explore the effects of perforation location, TM perforation was initially induced at the 'opposite' anterioreinferior quadrant location of the pars tensa in 3 animals and enlarged in a counter-clockwise direction. Responses under perforation conditions of~10%,~25%, and~5 0% of the umbo TF and MEPG from an individual animal with a complete set of responses are plotted in Fig. 3 . For comparison, averaged responses (mean ± 1 SD) from animals perforated in the clockwise direction were also plotted as thick black lines and shaded gray areas. All measurements from the counter-clockwise perforated TM (red lines in Fig. 3 ) were similar and within the mean values of the perforated TMs that were expanded in the clockwise direction from the posterioreinferior quadrant of the pars tensa. We found that the differences between perforation locations were small, which was consistent with studies in the literature that variations of the umbo and stapes motion do not appear to depend on perforation location (Mehta et al., 2006; Pannu et al., 2011; Park et al., 2015; Voss et al., 2001a Voss et al., , 2007 , thus, the remaining results focused on the effects of TM perforation size on ME transmission.
3.3. Effects of tympanic membrane perforation on responses at the tympanic membrane, umbo, and stapes: from an individual animal Effects of TM perforation on the input to the ossicular chain (P TM and V umbo ) and the output pressure produced by the motion of the stapes (P SV ) were size-and frequency-dependent as demonstrated by responses to an 80 dB SPL tone (Fig. 4AeC) . Their variations compared to the intact TM condition were also plotted versus frequency in either linear (Fig. 4DeF) or log scale (Fig. 4GeI) .
As shown in Fig. 4A , D, & G, variations of pressure at the TM (P TM ) were TM perforation size-and frequency-dependent. The decreases at frequencies <1,~6, 33, and 36e45 kHz, plus the increase at frequencies~30 kHz, varied systematically with increasing size of TM perforation up to 100%, in a range of ±10 dB at frequencies <40 kHz and even greater at higher frequencies. The increases and decreases of P TM were likely due to variations of the interaction between the incoming and outgoing reflected sound waves, which were more or less reflected off the TM or the wall of ME cavity depending on the perforation size and frequency (Bergevin and Olson, 2012) . On the other hand, both V umbo and P SV decreased systematically with increasing size of TM perforation across testing frequencies, but showed no increases (Fig. 4BeC, E-F , & H-I). A small hole (<3%, blue lines in Fig. 4 ) in the TM caused little change,~3 dB-reductions in umbo motion measured along the stapes' piston-like motion direction and in SV pressure next to the stapes, P SV . With a perforation size up to~25% (green and red lines in Fig. 4 ), similar reductions, around 10e15 dB, were found in V umbo and in P SV with greater reductions at low frequencies. Reductions in both V umbo and P SV increased further with increasing the size of TM perforation. Once perforation size increased to >25%, as indicated by the dashed lines in Fig. 4 , a dramatic reduction in V umbo and P SV values was observed, with up to 20 dB at frequencies <5 kHz, up to 30 dB at frequencies between 5 and 15 kHz, and up to 40 dB at frequencies higher than 20 kHz. A clear split in the reduction pattern was seen with perforations between 20 and 30%. Perforations that were less than 1/4 (~20e25%) of the TM showed a similar reduction, with larger decreases at the low frequencies. However, there was a noticeable shift when the perforation was more than 1/ 4 (~25e30%) of the TM, and a frequency dependent pattern was observed, displaying a low-pass filter shape that reversed and leveled off at higher frequencies.
Effects of tympanic membrane perforation on middle ear transfer functions: from an individual animal
The effects of TM perforations on ME transfer functions are further analyzed in detail by looking at the umbo TF, sound transfer along the ossicular chain, and the MEPG, as calculated from the measurements in Fig. 4 , and their reductions compared to the TM intact condition are shown in Fig. 5 . The umbo TF, which normalized the umbo velocity using sound pressure levels close to the TM, defined the coupling between EC sound pressure and umbo motion. The umbo TF was about 1 mm/s/Pa when the TM was intact ( Fig. 2A and thick gray line in Fig. 5A ), which then decreased with increasing size of the TM perforation (see color lines in Fig. 5A , D, & G). A small hole on the TM caused little reduction in the umbo TF, however increasing the TM perforation to 10% led to a decrease of 5e10 dB across testing frequencies. Reductions with TM perforation up to 25% showed a similar pattern of effect as those of 10%, but displayed greater reductions. Once the TM perforation was more than 25% (dashed lines in Fig. 5A, D, & G) , the pattern of reduction in umbo TF versus frequency changed to a low-pass filter shape that reversed and leveled off at higher frequencies, with most reductions occurring at the mid frequencies around 25 kHz. For example, with 100% removal of pars tensa, but still leaving the pars flaccida and ossicular chain intact, there was~20 dB loss at frequencies below 10 kHz, up to~40 dB loss at frequencies around 25 and 40 kHz, and~30 dB loss around 45 kHz.
Variations in phase responses of umbo velocity, referenced to the phase of P TM , were small, up to~0.2 cycles correlating with the amplitude variations (see Fig. 5J ). Under normal TM condition, a phase group delay of~18 ms (black straight line in Fig. 5J ) calculated by linear fit function in Matlab between 10 and 40 kHz, was consistent with sound transmission from the TM to the umbo .
Reduction in the sound transmission along the ossicular chain was illustrated by the comparison of direct measurements at the output and the input of the ossicular chain (the ratio of P SV /V umbo ), its variations, and corresponding phase responses (Fig. 5B , E, H, & K). Little reduction was seen with a tiny hole in the TM, with variation <5 dB up to a TM perforation size of~25%. Increasing TM perforation size more than 25% led to larger decreases in the sound transmission along the ossicular chain, with a maximum reduction of~10 dB, especially at frequencies between 5 and 35 kHz. Phase responses along the ossicular chain changed little. Under normal TM condition, the phase group delay was~12 ms from the umbo to the stapes (black straight line in Fig. 5K ), which was also consistent The decrease of MEPG, the pressure ratio of P SV /P TM, appeared to be the summation of losses of umbo TF and sound transmission along the ossicular chain (Fig. 5C, F, I , & L) with a pattern of loss similar to the umbo TF. Reductions due to TM perforation appeared to fall into two categories: with perforations <25% (solid lines), MEPG decreased similarly across testing frequencies with increasing size of TM perforation,~3, 8, and 10 dB at perforation sizes of <3%, 10%, and 20e25%, respectively. With perforation sizes >25% (dashed lines), greater reductions occurred at frequencies between 20 and 35 kHz, which could be more than 40 dB when the pars tensa was completely removed. The maximum MEPG reduction was~20 dB at frequencies <8 kHz and~30e50 dB at higher frequencies, although at around 35 kHz the reduction started to level off. Again, this low-pass filter shape that reversed and leveled off at high frequencies seemed to be a consistent pattern in both V umbo and P SV measurements, as well as for the umbo TF. Similar to the pattern observed in V umbo , P SV , and the umbo TF,~25% perforation seemed to be the point at which a drastic loss of MEPG at high frequency began.
The phase group delay of~30 ms under intact TM condition, as calculated by the linear fit function in Matlab, was consistent with those reported in the literature (Dong and Olson, 2006; Olson, 1998) . The MEPG phase responses changed slightly, maximallỹ 0.2 cycles at frequencies between 10 and 20 kHz, which corresponded to the variations in the MEPG.
Effects of tympanic membrane perforation on middle ear sound transmission across animals
The effects of TM perforation on ME sound transmission were similar across animals and were summarized in averaged responses presented in Fig. 6 . Similar systematic reductions were evident in the umbo TF (Fig. 6A and D) and the MEPG (Fig. 6C and F) due to the relatively smaller reductions that occurred in the sound transmission along the ossicular chain ( Fig. 6B and E) . A small hole of <3% caused little reduction in the umbo TF and MEPG. Up to 25% TM perforation, the umbo TF and MEPG decreased with increasing size of TM perforation more at frequencies below 30 kHz and less at higher frequencies. When the perforation was increased to more than 25%, reductions in the umbo TF and MEPG became more frequency dependent, like a low-pass filter shape that reversed and leveled off at high frequencies. The pattern showed small decrements at frequencies <20 kHz and greater decreases that reached 30e40 dB at frequencies between 20 and 40 kHz, though at higher frequencies this maximal decrease reversed and leveled off. On the other hand, compared to the umbo TF and the MEPG, the transfer of sound stimulus along the ossicular chain had a relatively smaller reduction ( Fig. 6B and E) . When TM perforation was~10%, reduction at frequencies <18 kHz reached a maximum of 4e10 dB, which did not change with further increasing of the size of the TM perforation. At higher frequencies, a systematic reduction appeared to be more obvious with maximum reduction of~8 dB, but these decreases were still much smaller than reductions in the umbo TF and MEPG.
A Student's paired t-test was used to determine if the mean variations of MEPG, umbo TF, and sound transmission along the ossicular chain averaged over three frequency bins, <10 kHz, 10e30 kHz, and >30 kHz, were statistically significant when compared to the normal condition. In all three frequency bins, both the umbo TF and MEPG had p values < 0.05 at all perforation conditions, demonstrating that the difference occurring between the normal condition and every perforation size was statistically significant. For sound transmission along the ossicular chain, the 3% perforation condition had a p value > 0.05 in each frequency bin, showing that the change created by a small hole in the pars tensa was not statistically significant. However, for 10% or larger, each frequency range had a p value < 0.05, thus indicating that while the absolute variation of ossicular chain motion might be small, the change was significant for perforations greater than 3%.
In summary, the effects of TM perforation on ME transmission were both size-and frequency-dependent, and could be divided into two categories separated by the 1/4 or 25% removal point. With perforations <25%, reductions in ME transmission evaluated by the effective umbo motion (umbo TF), MEPG, and the sound transmission along the ossicular chain found in the ratio of jP SV /V umbo j increased with increasing size of TM perforation and were less frequency dependent, being almost flat across testing frequencies. However, greater reductions at frequencies below~4e5 kHz were observed, which were similar to thosepublished in the literature (Anthony and Harrison, 1972; Bhusal et al., 2006; Pannu et al., 2011) . When the perforation size was >25%, there was little further reduction in the sound transmission along the ossicular chain. However, the umbo TF and MEPG showed dramatic reductions that were more frequency dependent, with a low-pass filter shape pattern that reversed and leveled off at higher frequencies. Reductions in MEPG were the largest, as they were the summation of the losses in the umbo TF and the sound transmission along the ossicular chain. The phase group delay changed little as shown in Fig. 5. 
Discussion
Statement of principal findings, and strengths and weakness of the study
Integral components of the ME, including the TM and ossicular chain, exhibit characteristic movements, and any defects in these ME structures would be expected to alter sound transmission through the ME, which would consequently contribute to a CHL. The current study systematically explored the effects of TM perforation on ME sound transmission using simultaneous in vivo recordings of the driving pressure to the TM (P TM ), the beginning motion of the ossicular chain using the velocity of the umbo (V umbo ), and the output pressure produced by the motion of the stapes measured in the SV directly behind the stapes (P SV ) from 0.2 to 50 kHz in gerbils. Therefore, our measurements provided direct observations on ME transmission from the input to the output (Fig. 1) under both normal and pathological TM conditions. Our results advanced our understanding of the role that the TM and ossicles play in sound transmission through the ME.
The gerbil is an animal model commonly used in hearing research because it has similar low-frequency hearing as human (Ryan, 1976) . The gerbil ME is more like the 'freely mobile' type (Fleischer, 1978) found in chinchilla, guinea pig, cat, and human, although the attachment of the malleus to the tympanic ring is more rigid in gerbil than in human. For the 'freely mobile' type of ossicles, the anterior process of the malleus is relatively short and the attachment to the tympanic bone is not as solid as in the 'microtype', i.e., mouse or rat. The incus is relatively large and the manubrium is roughly perpendicular to the anatomical axis. Therefore, our results should be comparable to previous studies using other species and in human temporal bones.
Our results demonstrated that following TM perforations, P TM decreased or increased, i.e., at frequencies <4,~7, and above 25 kHz, from the initial sound pressure. These variations increased with increasing size of the TM perforation (Fig. 4A, D , & G), resulting from the interactions between the incoming and reflected sound waves off the TM and the bony surface of the ME cavity depending on the perforation size and frequency (Bergevin and Olson, 2012) . Moving along the ossicular chain, increasing size of the TM perforation systematically reduced the motion of the umbo (V umbo ), which in turn decreased the pressure produced by the motion of the stapes (P SV ). Based on our measurements, the influence of TM perforations on ME transmission could be categorized in two groups: with TM perforations <25% (<1/4), reduction in V umbo and P SV appeared to be similar, up to 10 dB across frequencies, and when TM perforation size was further increased to be >25%, reductions were more frequency dependent, with greater reductions observed at the higher testing frequencies that then reversed and leveled off. This greater loss at higher frequencies with a large TM perforation was consistent with results published in the early 1950's using cochlear potential recordings in cats (Payne and Githler, 1951) and also umbo velocity measurements in rats (Bigelow et al., 1996) . Furthermore, our measurements allowed us to describe ME transmission in detail by looking at comparisons between any pair of measurements, i.e., from the TM to the umbo (umbo TF), along the ossicular chain (P SV /V umbo ), and from the TM to the stapes (MEPG) (Figs. 5 and 6) . Maximum reduction was found in the MEPG, which appeared to represent the summed losses of sound transmission along the ossicular chain from the TM to the umbo and from the umbo to the stapes. When TM perforations were <25%, reduction patterns in the MEPG and umbo TF across frequencies were similar. With TM perforations >25%, a low-pass filter shape that reversed and leveled off developed with maximum losses of more than 40 dB at frequencies between 20 and 30 kHz. Interestingly, the transfer of the sound stimulus along the ossicular chain, as found from the ratio of cochlear pressure to umbo motion, showed a relatively small reduction, with a maximum~10 dB reduction when the pars tensa was completely removed. Therefore, the reduction in MEPG was mainly due to the loss of efficient motion of the umbo rather than from the sound transmission along the ossicular chain.
Presumably, removing the pars flaccida has the same acoustic effect as a perforation of the same size in the pars tensa, so any difference in the resulting MEPG could be due to changes in ME function because of the perforation. In our study, we focused on the effects of pars tensa perforations on ME transmission while keeping the pars flaccida intact. The effects of removing the pars flaccida on ME transmission has been explored (de la Rochefoucauld et al., 2008; Dong et al., 2012; Teoh et al., 1997) , which caused substantial change of sound transmission only at low frequencies, with little change at higher frequencies. In gerbils, the area of the pars flaccida is 1.4e1.6 mm 2 (Buytaert et al., 2011; Mason, 2016; Teoh et al., 1997) which is equivalent to 10% of the area of the pars tensa. A 10% perforation of pars tensa caused MEPG loss across frequencies, with more loss at the low frequencies than high frequencies, i.e.~8 dB at frequencies below 7 kHz versus~5 dB at higher frequencies, respectively. Thus, our results confirmed that pars tensa, influences all frequencies and plays a major role in sound transmission.
Our data in relation to the findings of other studies, especially with respect to discrepancies in the results
In general, our results agreed with the published results in the relevant literature. However, substantial differences were found, as shown in Fig. 7 , especially when appreciating the loss patterns across testing frequencies. When the umbo TF was used to estimate reductions in ME transmission due to TM perforation, Bigelow et al. (1996) demonstrated in rats that the umbo TF loss mainly occurred at low frequencies, and that the higher frequencies showed less loss with perforation sizes up to 20%, with even some increases at Table 1 ). In each panel, line widths of the current study data and the published data were matched to indicate similar perforation sizes in percentage. In panel B, the absolute value of the perforation size was also stated in a unit of mm 2 for comparison, and green stars indicate similar losses with similar perforation areas for the two studies.
frequencies between 6 and 10 kHz (see red lines in Fig. 7A ). With a perforation size more than 20%, dramatic losses occurred at both low-and high-frequency regions except for in frequencies between 5 and 10 kHz. In our study, we saw similar patterns with comparable sizes of TM perforation, illustrated by the black lines in Fig. 7A . With smaller perforation sizes, more loss was observed at low frequencies and less at higher frequencies. Increasing the size of perforation led to greater reductions, especially at higher frequencies. However, an increase in the umbo TF was not observed. The dissimilarities between these two studies might be explained by the differences in the experimental approaches, such as the measurement angle of the umbo velocity [i.e., orthogonal versus along the piston-like motion direction of the stapes (Dong et al., 2013) ] along with different methods for calibrating the test sounds. When using MEPG to illustrate the reduction in ME transmission due to TM perforation, we compared our results to stapes velocity measurements recorded in human temporal bones [Fig. 7B and (Voss et al., 2001a) ]. With similarly sized TM perforations in percentage, the two studies obtained different results, as the current gerbil study showed a relatively flat pattern across frequencies, while losses in stapes velocity measured in human temporal bones showed a band-pass filter shape, with more loss at the low frequencies, i.e., <1.5 kHz, little loss or even an increase at frequencies between 1.5 and 2.5 kHz, and then decrease again at higher frequencies. This difference might originate from different ME conditions i.e., in vivo versus cadaveric human temporal bones, and/or from the difference in ME transmission, as the gerbil MEPG is relatively flat with frequency (Dong and Olson, 2006; Olson, 1998) but human MEPG shows a band-pass filter shape with a peak frequency around 1 kHz (Puria, 2003; Ruggero and Temchin, 2003) . In the study by Voss et al. (2001a) , the fact that the velocity of the stapes even increased with a small TM perforation might be caused by the complex motion of the stapes, especially the rocking motions at the higher frequencies (Decraemer et al., 2007; Hato et al., 2003; Sim et al., 2010) , which makes one-dimensional motion measurements incapable of providing a complete picture of ME transmission under TM perforation conditions (Decraemer et al., 2007) . However, at low frequencies, reductions in ME transmission seemed to agree with each other with similar perforation sizes less than 10 mm 2 (see green stars in Fig. 7B) , and thus at low frequencies the effects of TM perforation could be considered as an acoustic effect that depends on the size of a TM perforation. In Fig. 7C , our MEPG reductions due to TM perforations showed some similarities with clinical hearing loss measured using airbone gap data [ Table 1 , represented by the green line in Fig. 7C and Mehta et al. (2006) ]. For Table 1 , records were reviewed to ensure that the data reported from VA Loma Linda Healthcare System were from patients that had only TM perforations without other ME disorders. Hearing loss in these patients estimated by airbone gap measures appeared to be somewhat greater in magnitude than what was observed in gerbils with similar TM perforation, however, this might be because the calculation or estimation of the size of the TM was different. In addition, in the example of the clinical report by Mehta et al. (2006) , the human hearing loss pattern showed more loss at lower frequencies, which appeared to be different from our 'flat' loss pattern. Different patterns at low frequencies were found mainly due to the ME cavity being open versus closed (McArdle and Tonndorf, 1968 ). An additional factor to note when comparing our data to the human clinical data is that in general, many clinical patients have other ME issues besides just TM perforation (e.g., otitis media, tinnitus, fluid in the ME space, wax build up, etc.). These additional factors will impact the measured hearing loss, leading to a trend of greater loss than just attributed to the perforation alone. However, the current study focused solely on the effects of TM perforations, which did not include any additional adverse effects that may negatively affect hearing.
Summary
ME transmission loss caused by TM perforations manifests clinically as a CHL, and our systematic study showed that the umbo TF and MEPG decreased in a frequency dependent manner as TM perforation size increased. With perforations <25%, a less frequency dependent pattern was observed with more reduction at lowfrequencies. Perforations >25% showed a low-pass filter shape that reversed and leveled off at higher frequencies, with maximum reduction occurring at the mid frequency region. Compared to those reductions in the umbo TF and MEPG, a much smaller change occurred in the sound transfer along the ossicular chain. Therefore, our results suggested that reductions in ME transmission that are induced by TM perforations are mainly due to the decrease of the effective drive to the umbo. In addition, a similar sized perforation in the pars tensa led to more MEPG losses at all testing frequencies than that of the pars flaccida, confirming the importance of the pars tensa in sound transmission. Lastly, the frequency dependent variation seen in the ME transmission could not be entirely explained by the acoustic effects resulting from the size of the TM perforation.
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